
 

  



 

  

This is no ordinary machine. Because quilting is no ordinary hobby, pastime, art form, skill, or calling.  
These machines, this company is head-over-heels in love with quilting. We know the decision to own a  
longarm is no small thing and that’s why Bernina takes creating, engineering, and manufacturing each and 
every one of our longarms very seriously. If all quilters were alike, Bernina would offer just one amazing 
longarm system. But everyone of you quilts your own way. Some of you sit and move your quilt through the 
machine with the skill of a seasoned artist. Others stand, with the machine as your brush moving it over the 
quilt with precision as you create your masterpiece. Some of you have plenty of room for a longarm while 
others might have to sacrifice the dining room table. Bernina gets it. That’s why they offer a variety of 
systems to meet the specific needs and quilting style of every kind of quilter. Robin from Bernina is coming to 
Top Stitch and she is eager to share with you everything about these amazing machines. We’ll be having 
extreme offers with low payment options. Don’t miss this opportunity. 

Fri, May 6 @ 9-12:00 or Sat, May 7 @ 1-4:00   Fee: FREE 
 



 

  

Teacher: FayEllen 
Such a handy little pouch to have around! Perfect for sewing or knitting accessories, travel 
accessories, craft supplies, you name it! It is fully lined and made entirely in-the-hoop 
including the zipper. It also has some fun applique on the front. This is an ideal class for those 
of you who would like to take the step from basic embroidery to more advanced embroidery. 

Anita Goodesign Event 
GREAT NEWS! We had such an amazing response from our 502: In the 

Hoop class that we are repeating the education and fun with 102: 
Embroidery Made Easy! This class expands upon favorite techniques 

such as blanket stitch applique, cutwork, and free-standing lace. If you 
have taken any of the Anita Universities, then you know you want to 
come again! If you haven’t been to any of these events, then have no 
fear- now is your chance to get in the hoop! Just like the other classes 
in Anita’s University, it is not a prerequisite that you take one before 
the other. Lunch and snacks are provided. This event fills fast, so sign 

up today!! 

Date: Fri, July 22 or Sat July 23       

Time: 9-4:00   Fee: $89 



 

  
Teacher: Trina 

If you’re ready to take the step from beginner to intermediate in 
learning how to piece quilts, this is just the class for you! A perfect 
quilt for any cat lover in your family! This darling quilt uses 
conventional piecing with the exception of the whiskers section on 
each Kitten which is paper pieced. 

Teacher: Timothy 
Have you ever been in the middle of a late-night project and 

your machine started giving you problems? Learn how to get it 
going again and give it the TLC it needs in return for its years of 

service to you! This class not only helps you understand why some 
of the problems happen, but also teaches you how to prevent them 
and helps you know what to do when difficulties arise in your last-

minute sewing. A very informative class! 

Teacher: FayEllen 
We all dream of piecing our first beautiful quilt, but they all 

look so intimidatingly hard! Here is the perfect one for you to get 
started with! This is a simple rail-fence pattern that even a novice 

seamstress can master. From cutting out the fabric, to binding the 
quilt, FayEllen will guide you step by step in finishing your 

masterpiece. 



 

  

Teacher: Trina 
This “So Very Cute” pillow provides an easy and unique way to applique the words using 

full-sized stencil templates. The contemporary graphics can be used separately, or 
stacked together to make a 20” pillow. There’s lots of opportunity to be creative with 
applique by layering fabric textures and embellishing. Join us in this fun applique class!  

Teacher: Delilah 
A perfect companion to take along to your next class! This spacious organizer stores 

and carries tools and supplies in its many pockets. It features handles and an 
adjustable/detachable carrying strap along with two removable pocket pages with mesh 
or vinyl pockets in a variety of styles. It has many inside and outside pockets so there’s                

plenty of room for every accessory you need for your next sewing class. 

Teacher: Trina 
ATTENTION SOFTWARE 8 & 9 OWNERS!! We invented a new software project for 

you to create! Trina will guide you through all the steps in using a coloring book 
picture and turning it into an amazing embroidery design. We’ll teach you applique, 

using fun pattern fills, and how to add outlines. We’ll create the design with the 
software before lunch, then after a lunch break we’ll come back and stitch it out. 

(It is recommended that you take the software mastery class before taking this class) 

Teacher: Delilah 
Such a pretty “summer-y” quilt! This project is fat eighth or fat quarter friendly and is 
perfect for downsizing your growing scrap-fabric pile because no two flowers have to 
be alike. Make it your own unique creation by choosing your favorite colors for the 

flowers, and the background. If you feel past the “beginner” stage in piecing quilts but 
aren’t totally confident on your own yet, this is just perfect for you! Don’t miss out on 

this fun class! 



  

Timothy, Linda, Dorothy, Karen, Delilah,  
 Sheila, Trina, Amy, & FayEllen 

 

 
 
 

Teacher: FayEllen 
Make something fast, fun and cute with these Kimberbell table toppers. This table 
topper showcases simple piecing techniques, fun owl appliques in each corner and 

darling dimensional details. If you’ve been wanting to learn how to applique this is a 
great class for you. FayEllen will direct you step by step in completing this project, 

starting with cutting the fabric, and ending with binding.  

mailto:timothy@topstitchsewing.net


 

 


